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5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the beginrling of the coarse we classified the steady open-channel flows as :
i)

uniform flow, and

ii)

varied ilow.

Varied flows are fi~rtherclassified as: (a) gradually varied flow, and (b) rapidly varied flow.
In uniform flow, you know, the depth of flow remains constant along the length of &e
channel and the flow surface is parallel to the channel boltom. On the other hand, in varied
flow Ule depth of flow varies along the length of the channel; and hence, the s l o p of the
flow surface differs from the slope of the channel bed. The variation in the depth of fiow
can occw abruptly over a cordparalively short distance, as in a hydraulic jump or flow over
a weir, and h i s type of tlow is known as rapidly varied flow. If variation in depth ot flow
occurs gradualiy over a long distance as in the case of flow behnd a dam, the flow is known
as gradualiy varied flow. Occurrences of grad'ilally vzried flow are common in fieid
siluations; far cxample, flow behind a dam, tlow belilqd a fr?e ovetfall and flow bclow a
sluice are all instarices of gradually varied flours.
With reference to a uniform flow we studied tlrat the channel bed, water surface. and
total energy iines are all parallel to each other; and, therefore, the slopes of channel
are all equal. As the depth of flow
bed, So, water surface, S,, and energy gradient, Sf,
remams coristanl along the length of tl@ channel, the water surface slope, with respect to
channel bed, (dyldx), is zero, In gradually vaiied flow, as the depth of flow varies along the
length of the chamel. the slope of the water surface with reference to the channel bed,
(dvldx)has a non-zero value, which [nay be positive or negative, depending on the increase
or d2crease in Ihe deplh of flow along the !enpth of the channel. In this unit, using &he
energy principle, equation for che s l o p of a-ICR aler wrface is derived. This equation,
Itnown as dynamic equation for gr~duallyvaried flow, or sinlply gradually varied flow
equation (GVP). is wriiten in different forms to suit easy applicatioil to various ilow
silualiofis, R i well as, easy interpretatiorb'predictionof various flow profiles. Finaily, ale
flow !,rc:filcs Ulat occur in ci~amels,ufidez different cc-ntlitions,arc classified.
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Objectivds
After studyihg this unit, you should be able to :
determine the slope of the water surface profile at h given depth for a given
discharge, channel section and bed slope,
understand the basic features of various types of water surface profiles, and
classify a given water surface profile.

DYNAMIC EQUATION OF GRADUALLY VARIED

5.2

FTUOW

As emphasized above, a gradually varied flow is a steady flow whose depth varies
gradually along the length of the channel. This definition signifies that: (1) the flow, being
steady, the hydraulic characteristics of flow remain constant for the time interval under
consideration; and, (2) the streamlines are practically parallel to each other, and thus, the
hydrostatic distribution of pressure prevails over the channel section. The basic differential
equation, dbscribing a gradually varied flow profile, is based on energy principle; and, it
expresses tbe slope of water surface profile, at any given location (i.e., section) in terms of
easily known parameters.

5.2.1 Biasic Assumptions
Flow of water in an open channel is associated with the loss of energy from one location to
the other. The Manning's equation or Chezy's equation, you used in uniform flow
computaticlns, relates the bed slope with the hydraulic radius and velocity of flow. The
computatiqn of energy gradient, in gradually Wied flow, involves the assumption that the
rate of head loss at a section is same as for a uniform flow having the same velocity and
hydraulic Qdius as prevail at the section under consideration.
According to this assumption, the uniform flow formulae may be used to evaluate the
energy slope of a gradually varied flow at a given channel section, and the corresponding
coefficient of roughness developed primarily for uniform flow is also applicable to the
varied flow.
In additioa to the above given basic assumption, the following assumptions are also made :
1)

2)

3)
4)

The slope of the channel is so small that :
a)

the depth of flow is the same whether the vertical or normal to-the-channel-bed
direction is co~sidered,

b)

the pressure-correction factor, cos0 (applied to the depth of tlow at a section) is
equal to unity (0 = bed dope), and

no air entrainment occurs in the flow field.
c)
The 6hannel is prismatic (i.e., the channel has a constant alignment and shape) ;
The velocity distribution in the channel section is constant. Hence, the
velo~ity-distributioncoefficients are constant;
The bnveyance K =

and section factor Z are exponential functions of the

.

5)

,

depth of flow; and
The toughness coefficient is independent of the depth of flow and is constant
throyghout the channel reach under consideration.

5.2.2 Gradually Varied Flow Equation
Consider (he profile of a gradually varied flow in an elementary length dx of an open
channel, sbown in Figure 5.1. The total head, H, at the upstream section 1 (with reference
to the datum) is given by :

where, H is the total head (m); z is the vertical distance of the channel b o t t h above the
datum (m); d is the depth (m) of flow in the section (perpendicular to the bed); 8 is the
bottom-slope angle; a is the energy coefficient; and, V is the mean velocity of flow through
the section (mls). It is assumed that, 8 and a are constant throughout the channel reach
under consideration.
Differentiation of the total head, H, with respect to x (an axis taken along the channel
bottom) gives :

and hence, equation (5.2) becomes :

Figure 5.1 : Derivation of the Gradually Varied Flow Equatiw

dH
where. - = - Sf, the energy gradient; the negative s i g accounting
~
for H decreasing

du

dz
while x increases; and - = - S o , the bed slope, z decreasing as x increases. Thus,
dx
dH
dz
substituting for - and - , equation (5.3) becomes :
dx
dx

When 0 is small, cos 8 = 1, y

d
dx

= d , and -

where, y is the vertical depth of flow.

-

d
dy which reduces equation (5.4) to :

-
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where, T = channel width at free surface. Substituting for
equation (5,s) becomes :

In equation (5.6),

dv
gives the slope of the water surface with reference to the channel
dx

bed. Equatiion (5.6) can now also be written as :

where, Fr is Froude Number at the section under consideration. For a rectangular channel
section, when a = 1, equation (5.6) becomes :

Example 3.1
A ractangular channel, 6 m wide, carries a discharge of 36.16 m'/s, with a bed
slope, So = 0.0016, and Manning's n = 0.015. Compute the water surface slopes
at sections where depths of flow are 2.5 m and 1.8 m, respectively.

Assume following data to be applicable to the channel under consideration :
The normal depth, y, = 2.00 m,
The critical depth, y, = 1.55 m,
Uniform flow velocity. V,, = 3.01 d s ,
cos0 = I , and
Velocity coefficieiit a = 1.0,
Solution

a)

for y = 2.5 nl.
Area of flow section, A = 6 x 2.5 = 15 m2
Wetted perimeter, P = 6 + 2 x 2.5

-

11 m

A
15
Hydraulic radius, R = - = - = 1.364 m
P
11
Q = ----Velocity of flow, V = 36916- 241 m/s
A
15

, Using Manning's equation, wc have (where, as mentioned in Block 1, S = Sf):
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dv

Hence,

y =

Water surface slopes for the different depths of flow in Example 5.1 are tabulated in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 : Comparison of Water Surface Slope for Depths of Flow of 2.5 m, 1.80 m,
Normal Depth and Critical Depth

I

sf

Y

V

( 4

(m/s)

2.00

3.01

0.68

0.0016

1.55

3.89

1.00

0.0033

Fr

!&

Remarks

dx

0

So = 0.0016;
Uniform flow, So =Sf

w

y = Y C , Sf > SO ;
Critical state of flow

Table 5.1 shows that, for the given discharge and channel section when the depth of flow is
greater than the normal depth, Sf < So,and the water surface slope at the given depth is
positive, i.e.. the depth of flow increases with the length of the channel. On the other hand,
when the depth of flow is less than the normal depth, the water surface slope is negative, a
condition indicaling that the depth of flow decreases in the direction of flow. When the
tlow is equal to critical depth, the denominator of equation (5.8) tends to zero, and the
water surface slope tends to infinity. It should now be possible to determine the slope of
water surface profile at a given depth of flow using equation (5.6) if the discharge and
channel sectlon are given.

5.2.3 Different Forms of Gradually Varied Flow Equation
Thc GVF equation (5.6) can be written in different forms, and when cr. is not equal to 1.00,
it can be written as :

For uniform tlow (Sf = So ), the equation for discharge, using Manning's equation (in
which, in fact, the slope (S)refers to the friction slop'e, namely, Sf),can be put as:

where, K ,! =

($1

AR

. and is known as the

of the channel when Q

occurs at norm& depth (refer sub-section 5.2.1). Now, from equation (5.10)
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In a non-u$form flow (Sf

#

So), we can write :

where, K (already defined) is the conveyance of the channel for the depth of flow, y . From
equation (51.1 2), we can write :
I

.

,

Assuming kc (= A 6)
to be the section factor which is computed fm ihc given Q at depth

e' = A%> = Z,), we can
y,, i.e., when the flow is critical (i.e., a, v2/2g = Dl2, and, so, a g

write :

I

In Ulis con/ext, Z simply represents (be numerical value of

. i.c., A 6which is

computed for the discharge Q at the existing depth y (at the\ seition under consideration)of
Ule given gradually varied flow, i.e., A and D would be calculated on thc basis of existlng y
only. Now from equations (5.9). (5.1l), (5.13) and (5.14) we have :

But,

Hence, equation (5.15) gives:

For a wid6 rectanguix section (i.e., R = y), usmg Manning's equation, we can write :

Therefore, equation (5.17j becomes :
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&,

dx

,-

3 ,

Similarly, for wide rectangular channel, using Chezy's equation ( where, K = A&)
(?btain:

...(5.18)

we

It should now be easy to recognise other forms of GVF equations, such as :

where, Q is the given discharge of the gradually vaxied flow at the actual depth y; Qn is the
normal discharge at the depth equal to y ; and Q,- is the critical discharge at the depth
equal to y ,

&
dx = --

and,

1

[&1
- afT e2

\

where, Cis Chezy's resistance factor, and D is the hydraulic depth (AIT).

5.2.4 Water Surface Slope
Thc dynamic equation for gradually varied flow, equation (5.6),as already pointed out,
gives the slope of the water surface at any given depth y; and it is obvious that the water
surface slope (dyldx) can take either a positive or a negative value depending u p n the value
and sign of various quantities composing the gradually varied flow equation. As already
pointed out, a positive value of dyldx indicates that the depth of flow increases in the
direction of flow, while a negative value indicates that the depth of flow decreases in the
direction of flow In fact, a GVF equation helps in determining the shape of a water surface
profile that obtains under glven channel and flow conditions; this howledge is of great
importance in the solution of practical problems.
Example 5.2
Water flows from under a sluice into a trapezoidal channel having a
bed width = 6.0 m, side slope of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical, bed slope, So = 0.0036,
energy coefficient a = 1.10 and Manning's n = 0.025. The sluice gate is
regulated to discharge 11 m3Is with a depth of 0.2 rn at the vena contracta.
Detcnnine the behaviour of flow profile at a section where the depth of flow is
0.40 m.
Solution

Bed width

= 6.0 m

Side slope, z = 2.80

'
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Bed slope, So = 0.0036
Mamling's n = 0.025
Disqharge, Q = 11.0 m3/s.
Computing the normal depth y, and critical depth y, for the given discharge and
charmel section, we have :
I
yn=0.81 m
and,
y, = 0.67 m.
The given channel slope, therefore, sustains a uniform flow (for Q = 11 m3/s) with
a dapth of flow 0.2 m;as occurring at the vena contracta. The depth of flow has to
attain the normal depth value (as computed above for Q = 11.0 m7/s) as the flow
progresses beyond vena contracta so as the depth of flow increases from 0.20 m
onwards, and a hydraulic jump must occur once the flow meets a subcritical state
of flow.
For y = 0.4 m, we have :
A = 2.72 m2
T 3 7.60 m

1 AR"
n

Q = -

sf", we get :

Therefore, Sf = 0.042
Nop, from equation (5.6) we get :

Therefore, the slope of the flow profile at depth of flow y = 0.4 m is positive,
and = 0.0093.
Thus, the depth of flow keeps increasing, in the direction of [low, beyond the
loclation where y = 0.4 m.

5.3 WATER SURFACE PROFILES
A flow in a prismatic channel will always tend to attain to a uniform-flow condition, and
will ultimtely sustain itself at the relevant normal depth of flow, provided the available
length of the channel is sufficient for the purpose. This will happen irrespective of any
initial depth of flow whose value may be other than the normal depth. It is understood by
now that b e pertinent change in the depth of flow has either to be a negative or a positive
increment in the succeeding depths of flow till y, is attained.
Based on the behaviour of the available bed gradient, the slope (for a given Q) is
considered as a sustaining slope if it sustains a uniform flow in the channel, otherwise the
slope is siid to be non-sustaining. A sustaining slope can be a mild, criticaror a steep
slope (discussed in the following Sections) for different discharges. It is, however, to be
understoad that a horizontal bed, and an adverse slope (i.e., a bed rising in the direction of
flow) are hon-sustaining slopes.
In equation (5.6), So takes a positive value for being a sustaining slope: is equal to zero for
a bed whach is horizontal; and, takes a negative value in the case of an adverse slope. As
, the following Sections, the flow profiles are appropriately classified
will be o v s e ~ e din
according to the bed slope, and the actual depth of flow ( y )as compared to the normal
d e ~ t hv,,
, and the critical de~th.v,.

5.3.1 Characteristics of Flow Profiles
Characteristics of a flow profile, corresponding to a given depth of flow (in other words, a
given discharge), are influenced by the nature of bed slope of the channel. A channel is said
to have a mild slope (or a subcritical slope) if a subcritical flow (i.e., y, > y,) exists in the
channel; the slope is said to be a steepslope (i.e., a supercritical slope), or the channel is
said to be a steep channel if a supercritical flow (i.e., y, >y,) exists. It is, therefore, clear,
as a corollary, that the channel is said to have a critical slope if it admits the given flow as a
critical flow (i.e., when y, = y, 1.
If

dY
is positive (i.e., y
dx

increasing in the direction of flow), the flow profile is known as a

backwater curve, and if (dy/&) is negative, the flow profile is known as a drawdown
curve. For a prismatic channel, the conditions for backwater curve and drawdown curve are

analysed in this Section. For this analysis any one of the GVF equations can be used; and
for an easy explanation, equation (5.19), applicable to a wide rectangular channel, is used in
the following Bscussion. Therefore, for a channel, having a positive sustaining slope, (So)>

(2)
,

>

will he positive if :

3

2)

[l-[:')'j<o,and[l-[$)]>o

For case (1) to he possible : y has to be >y,, and y > y,; this gives rise to two possible flow
situations, such as :
a)

y > Yn >

Yc

b)

Y >

'>

Yn

vc

9

Or

11

It is assumed that the student understands that y refe
to any depth of flow, that is of interest.

In each of these flows [(a), and (b)] we observe that y > y,, indicating a sub-critical state of
flow. IF y > y, > y, , a sub-critical flow is said to occur in a mild channel. On the other
hand, if y > y, > vn , a sub-critical flow is said to occur in a steep channel.
For case (2) to be possible : y, > y, and y, >y. Thus, the possible flow conditions can be
written as:

'

b) Y, > Y ,
Y
As y < y,, the flow is supercritical in both these sub-cases. If y < y, < yn [i.e., sub-case (a)],
a supercritical flow must occur in a mild channel. On the other hand, if y < y, < y,
[i.e., sub-case (b)], a supercritical flow occurs in a steep channel.
For a drawdown curve, (dylclx) is negative, and equation (5.19) again gives two possible
cases:

For case (I), y > y, and y < y, , that is y, > y > yn . As y < y, ,the flow is in a supercritical
state; and, also, as y, < y < y, , the supercritical flow occurs in a steep channel. For case (2),
y < y,, and y > y, , which means y, > y > y, , implying a subcritical flow occurring on a
mild slop.
When the water surface is parallel to the bed of the channel, (dyldx) = 0, and
iquation (5.19) gives

(I 5 )
-

= 0 i.e.. y = yn , it is the characteristic of a uniform
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flow. The flow is uriifornl and sub~xiticalif y = yn > y, ;uniform and critical if y = y, = y, ;
md, uniform and supercritical if y
y, < yc .
~onsiderinia horizontal slope (a non-sustaining slope), So = 0, where y,, = =, equation
(5.19) can a)ternatively be written, tor a wide rectangular channel (noting that lly, +O,
R
y,, an4 So = Sf for a unifonn flow), as :

-

where, b is the width of the channel, q is the discharge per unit width (discharge intensity)
of the channel, ant1 Cis the Chezy's constant. As y, = m, equation (5.22), in a straight
forward maher, i~dicatestwo possible conditions of flow :
1) y P > y > y c , or
2) Y*>YC>Y
Situation (1)lrepresenes a subcrilical flow with a drawdown curve as (dyld-x) remains
negative.
In a channel with an adverse slope

< 0), equation (5.11 ) indicates that K: must he

negative, i.e.i K , must be imaginary
wide rectangplar channel. and llencc

[ I':

equation (5.1B), thc term 1 - 7 is positive, but So IS having a negative value giving rise
to follr~wingpossihlc flow situations

2)

Y ~ V C

Condition (1) indicates a suhcritical flow with a drawdown curve; and condition (2)
indicates a supercritical flow with a backwater curve.
Considcring $xample 5.1 - sub-section 5.2.2 -- the normal depth for the given discharge and
channel seclio~iis 2.0 m. If the flow becomes gradually varied and the depth of' flow a1 a
given section i s 2.50 nl, tben (dy/dx) = 0.00097, i.e.. it is positive, and thus thc flow profile
is a backwalcq' curve; and y > JJ,, > y, , i.e., a subcritical f l o v ~~ccurringin a mild chamel.
Similarly, whin in this gradually varied flow y = 1.80 m, dyldx = - 0.00i65 (i.e., assumes a
negative sign),, a drawdown curve is indicate,d; xld yn > y > yc shows a subcritical flow
occurrihg in alrniid channe!. If y =1.55 m, which, is the critical depth for the given case,
idyl&) tends tk, infinity, implying a hydraulic drop as discussed in sub-scction 5.3.3.
= 0.M93 for y = 0.4 m - a supercn1l~:al
In Exa~nple5.2 ( y , = 0.81n1, j7,= 0.67m). (el&)
flow occurring in a mild channel; and, as (dyldx) is positivc, the flow profile is a backwater
curve.

5.3.2 Chanlnel Slopes and Types of Curves
In Section 5.3, we discussed the various sets of conditions thal generate a hackwatcr curve,
or a drawdow curve, as the case may be. Thcse discussions are summarized in Table 5.2,
and Figilfes 5.b and 5.3; and also the behaviour of nun-suslaining slopes is highlighted.

1

5.3.3 Special Features of Theoretical Flow Profiles
A) Discontinuity in the Fmfiie

When y = y,, equatior. (5.19) giving dylcix = .o, the flow profile will hecome vertical while
intersccling the criiical-.depthline (CDL). Therelbre, under these conditions, if the depth of
flow changes suddenly from a low stage to a high stage crossing the CDL, a hydraglic jump
will occur, representing a discontinuity in the flow profile. But, if the depth registers a
c!lange from higli stage to a low stage, it is obvious that, a hydraulic drop will occur. It
must he emphasized that when the depth of tlow in Uie channel approaches CDL h the
development of a flow profile, there occurs a sizeable curvature ui the stream lines, and the
pressure distribution in the flow field deviates signiticantly from hydrostatic law
(hydrostatic distribution assuined lo be prevailing under normal conditions). Thus, the flow
becomes a rapidly varied flow (RVF), and the description of the profile, by GVF equation
is no longer admissible.
B ) Behavrour of Flow Profile at Specific Depths
It is important to recognize the hehaviour of a flow profile at specific depths as per the
theoretical considerations. This understanding helps envisage the measures necessary to
optimise the training of a given flow with a view to achieve an efficient conveyancx? of
water dong the given channel.
When y = m, equation (5.19) shows Ulat (dyldx) = So , that is, the profile is horiz,ontal.
When y = y, ,as pointed nut above, a hydraulic jump or a drop in the profile must occur
under suitable circumstances. And, when y = y,, (dyldx) = 0, that is, the water surface is
parallel to Ule bed of the chanilel, signifying a uniform flow; and, when y = y, = y, , the
Llov is uniform as well as critical.
Table 5.2 : Types of Flow Profiles In Prismatic Channels

C) Flow Profile at y = 0
When y = 0, equation i5.19) seems to assume ark indeterrnina!~form, i.e., dyldx = wiw, It is
icteresting to notote that the tlleoretical khaviour of ihe flow; profile, at or near y --. 0 is
iduenced by the particular resistance fornlula ii.e., cniform flow fo:mula) %at is choskn to
be used. Equation (5.18j gives (dyiih) = when y = 0 - leading to the result that the flow
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profile is vertical at the channel bottom (or, more precisely, is perpendicular to the bed),
while equation (5.19) gives

dr

I:[

= .Yo

€or y = 0, i.e., the flow profile, at the bottom ( y = 01,

aqsumes a definite inclination

.

respect to the channel bed.

5.4 CLASSIFICATION OF WATER SURFACE PROFILES
We have seen that a gradually varied flow profile may, broadly speaking, either bc a
backwater curve or a drawdown curve. However, each particular profile, as shown in
Table 5.2 is given a definite nomenclature for the sake of appropriate designation or
identification. These identifications are based on the parameters as discussed below.

5.4.1 Basis of Classification of Flow Profiles.
In a given channel, normal-depth and critical-dcpth lilies, corresponding to a given
discharge, can be determined dividing the space in the charmel into three zones
[Figures (5.2) and (5.3)1, such as :
1)

2)

.

Description
Space above the top most line

Nomenclnrure

Space between the'two lines
Space between the bed and the lowest line

Zone 2
Zone 3

Zone 1

3)
It is clear, therefore, that thirteen flow profiles (Table 5.2), depending on the bed slope and
the zone in which the prof le lies, are possible to be identified, such as: H2, H3; M I , M2,
M3; C1, C2, C3: S1, S2, S3; and A2, A3 - the letter being descriptive of the type of slope
(horizontal, mild, critical, supercritical,and adverse), and the numeral designating the zone
in which the profile falls. It is to be noted that, out of the these water profiles, twelve
correspo~ldto gradually varied flow proriles, while one, namely, C2 represents a uniform
flow condition. As mentioiled earlier, Table 5.2 delineates the general features of these
profiles, while the Figure 5.2 or 5.3 presents their respective shapes. Since the portions of
profiles near the critical depth and the channel bed cannot be accurately defined by the
theory of gradually varied fl3w, these are shown with short dashed or dotted lines.
PROFILES

IN

ZONE 1

ZONE 3

I

OD

jn

NONE

-

-

k'

ti

----____

-

Y

q
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5.4.2 Flow Profiles, vis-a-vis, Practical Situations
A) M-Profiles (So < S,, and y, >y, )

The MI profile represents the well-known backwater curve, and it has its own importance
from a practical point of view. Water surface assumes this profiles, e.g., when the
downstream end of a long mild-sloped channel is submerged into a reservoir to a depth
greater than the normal depth of flow in the given channel. This flow profile lies in Zone 1,
with the upstream end of the curve being tangential to the NDL (since dy/dx = 0 for y = y,),
and the down st re an^ end being tangential to the given pool surface (generatcd by a d m , or
any olher similar obstruction to flow) because dyldx = So at y = m. Typical cxamples of M1
profile are water surface formations behind a dam (as mentioned abovc) on a natural river
(Figure 5.3 (a)), and the profile in a canal joining two reservoirs (Figure 5.3 (b)). The
overall shape of the profile is influenced by the slope of the profile at the limiting values of
the depth of flgw, namely, upstream and downstreanl depths of flow.
An M2 profile occurs when there is a sudden enlargement of a canal section (Figure 5.2 (c)),
or when the downstream end of the channel bed is submerged in a reservoir to a depth less
than the normal depth (Figure 5.2 (d)). Here also, as usual, the upstream end of the profile
is tangential to the normal - depth line (NDL) - i.e., dy1d.x = 0 at y = y, . If the reservoir
water level is less U~any, (corresponding to the given discharge), the profile will terminate
abruptly at a depth equal to y, (because, the bed slope cannot sustain a supercritical flow),
rr~cetingthe limiting depth, at the downstream end, non-tangentially, but being tangential to
a vert.ica1 line (Figures 5.3 (d) and 5.3 (e)) -- since, dyldx = rn at y = y, . The student, by
now: will easily interpret the situation as a case involving the formation of a hydraulic drop.
However, in case the downstream limiting depth (i.e., the depth of submergence) is greater
than lhe critical depth O;,), then only as much of the M2 profile will appear as lies above the
reservoir water- surface level. It can, also, be stated that, in fact, the extreme limiting
values of depth in respect cQ M2 profile are : y, at Ihc upstream end, and y, at the
downstreanl end.

Differential Equation of
Gradually Varied Flow and
Cla~sificatiooat Blow Profiles

GrduaUy Varied Row

Thick lines ind~cotewater surface

The M3 profile, theoretically speaking, takes off from the upstream channel bottom at either
a vertical or ;an acute angle, depending on the uliiform tlow formula used (sub-section 5.3.3)
and terminatps with a hydraulic jump at the downstream end. M3 profiles are usually
exhibited wden a supercritical flow enters a mild channel (i.e., a mild-sloped chmiel for
the given QflFigures 5.3 (e), and 5.3 (f). ?he trace of tlle curve, at its conmiencement
cannot be defined precisely, but all the same it is dependent on the initial issuing veltx-ity of
water with which it cnters We channel - the greater the velocity, the farther dow~istream
the profile cdmrnences itself to form. Theoretically, the upstream end of the profile begins at
y = 0, and this it is obvious a a t this gcometry of the trace can never exist in reality.
Examples of M3 profile are : the profile in a stream downstream of a sluice (Figure 5.3 (e)),
and the profile that comes into being after the channel bed undergoes a chruigc in slope from
sleep to mild (Figure 5.3 (f)).
B) S-Profil$ (So >S, and y, < y,

The S l profil$ is a backwater curve. It starts with a hydraulic jump at the upstream end 01'
the profile, becoming tangential to the horizontal pool level at the downslream elid.
Examples of this class of profiles are observed behind a dam on a steep channel
(Figure 5.3 (gl), and in a steep channel emptying into a pool nf high water surfacc clevatio~~
(Figure 5.3 (h)).
S2 profile is a grawdowli curve. It is usually short in length, like a uaisition hetwcen ;I
uniform flow &d a hydraulic drop, starting with a vertical slope at the critical depth arid
progressing tohards being tangential to the NDL at tile downstrean1 end. Profiles formed on
the downstreaql side of an enlarge~~ient
in tlie channel (Figure 5.3 (i)), and also on thc
steeper-slope side of the channel as the bed slope changes f r c ~ nsteep
~ io steeper one
(Figure 5.3 (f))lfurnish the relevant examples of S1 profilc.
S3 Profile is a Backwater curve, being a transition curve conncctinp tangentially a
supercritical flow to the NDL. Profiles on the steep-slope side where the channel slopc
changes from steep to less-stccp slope (Figure 5.3 (k)), and lllose formed cluwnstrearn oi a
sluice with the @pth uf the entering flow being less than the normal depth on a steep slope
(Figure 5.3 (1)) fall under this classification.
C) C-Profile

($,

= S, i and y, = y, )

C1 and C3 profijles are both backwater curves, while C2 represents a uniiorrn critical How.
These profiles 4 e identified as representing GVF conditions that lie ktweeii mild- and
steep-channel prtofiles.

Bed slope of a given channel becomes the critical slope for. orie particular discharge; thus,
occurrence of critical-slope profiles is rare in nature. C1 profile is formed if the downstream
depth of flow is reater than the critical depth, as shown in Figures 5.3 (m), 5.3 (n) and
5.3 (0). C3 profils occur on a critical slope when a shooting flow meets the critical or
subcritical depthlthrough a jump - Figures 5.3 (p), 5.3 (q), 5.3 (r). However, it is to he
noted that C3 c u b e (meeting the subcritical depth through a jump) will come up only if the
subcritical depthj,prior to the' jump formation, is less ban the conjugate deplh
correspondir~gtoithe approaching supercritical flow.
If Chezy's coefficient, C, is assumed to be constant, for a wide rectangular channel (with
reference to criti~alslope), we have from equation (5.9j :

...(5.23)

4 = Yc (C

G)

4 = Y(<jZ)
Dividing (5.25) by (5.24) :

--

Q_

= --v 2 =

RJ?

gy

2
Fr

Therefore, equation (5.23) reduces to :
@ =

dx

S, = a constant

...(5.26)

This shows that CI and C3 water surface profiles are straight, and horizontal curves; put in
other words, we can say that since the variation of C in the range of depths obtained at the
rwo ends of the profile is generally small, C1 and C3 profiles are practically straight.
tiowever, using Mamling's forinula, eqdation (5.18) leads to the conclusion that C1 and C3
profiles tlre curved, with C l being asymptotic lo the horizontal.

D) H-Profiles (So = 0 and y, = m)
11-profiles are tho limiting inanifestations of M-profiles with the channel bottoni becoming
horizontal. H2 and H3 profiles correspond to M2 and M3 profiles, respectively; but the
concept of HI profile is far from being near reality, since y, = is an unreal situation.
Figures 5.3 (s) and 5.3 (u) present exanlples of H profiles.

E)

A-Profiles (So < 0)

'The occurrence of A1 profile is not possible because y, is obviously not a real entity in an
;idverse slope which is evident from any uniform ilow forniula that may be considered. A2
and A3 profiles are sinlilar to H2 and H3 profiles, respectively. Figures 5.3 (u) ;uid 5.3 (v)
piesent sonic exanlples of A profiles.
I t nay be mentioned here, in passing. that the tlow profiles in co~lduitsof gradually closing
t.op (circular, etc.) have not been discussed at this stage of the course development. The
student nlay take up this exercise on his own. if he so desires.

+IUI rclcrcncc to Example 5.3. desigliiire the water sr.~rlaccprofile obtaining in Ule

I , , .

~~~1~11~11~1.

rcclangular cll~unocl4.5 n~ wide having

;i

bed slopc of 0.00009 carries wiitci a1 a

{idptli 01 i .d n?. I l the cllallnel tcrliiilialcs irl an abrupt tlrop in thc bed, whal type of
t!ow pr'olilc, upstrcaln ot'lhc drop. is expccted lo forn~'!Assunie t~ = 0.016.

(1long rectangular cl~allnel,of 15.5 In witlth and a bcd slopc of 104. co~mcctstwo
reservoirs of' water. I f clepch of'walrr at the upstrean1 r~:scrvoiris 1.6 111,and at ttlc
downstream reseri'oir i i is ~naintai~ied
at 2.1 m, what type of water suriacs is
c:spccted Io form 11) Ihc ch;ul11el ? Take n = 0.016.

Differential Equation of
Gradually Varied Flow and
Classfieation of Flow Pmfiles

Gradually Vaned Flow

Tn this unit we started with the definition of gradually varied flow and derived the dyr~arnit.
equation foi this type of flow. This equation gives the slope of the water surface (dyldx) at
any desired location along the length of the channel. When (tiy1d.x)is positive, the flow
profile is said to
curve, indicating increasing depth of flow along Lhc channel

length; and;when

is negative. tlie flow is said to be a drawdown curve. implying

decreasing &poi ok fldw along the channel length. Wc know that any depth of flow,
however, will tend to approach the uniform tlow depth (appropriate to lhe given disch;lrge,
bed slope, rciughness condition) if the conditions are favourable. Thc shape of a flow profile
is basically letermined by the value of y,, and fi,as well as the initial and t'inal existing
depths, i.e., tpe given end conditions. You have, thus, Icarnt about the gradually varicd flow,
classificatio~iof flow profiles ru~dthe shape of ;ill the possible profiles.
We also considered exanlples to ciemonstrate the cur?iputatlon 01 the slope of water surtacc
at any particular depth and identity the protiles sn formed in the channel.

:

A gradually vaned flow in ;in open channel r,
character~sedby the dcph of' flow varying along
the flow direction over a long distimce.

:

'Ihc flow is rap~dlyvar~edif thc depth d 1 low
changes abruptly ovcl ;I co~n!>:u;~t~vcly
short
distance in an open ch:~nr~clIt IS, therelorc, il local
phenomenon unlike a GVF

Wide Rectangular Channel

.

I t 1s a rectangular channel, w110,u w~cltt~
1s greatcr
than 5 to 10 time$ the deplh of Ilov bcc;~usc01 t l ~ c
existence of a ccnlr;~lreglon whcre thc 111llueuc.c01
wall roughness IS ncgligtblc (Rcfcr sub-?cct~on
2.2.6 of Block 1 of O p ~ Channel
n
Flow):
morec)ver, y md cvcn 2y arc negl~giblccornpared
Lo the bcd width (b).

Normal - D e ~ t h1,ine (NDL)

:

A line parallel to the bet1 of the channel, indic;~ting
the watcr surtacc profile at the normal dcpth ol
tlow (for a particular discharge) when the channcl
is prismatic, and without any ohstructi,)~~
to flow.

Critical - h p t h Line (CDI,)

:

A line parallel to the bed of thc channel. intlicatir~g
the water surface profile at critical dcpth of flow
(for a particular discharge) when thc channel is
prismatic. This line will coincidi! with NDL if Lhe
bed slope is critical otherwise it is simply a
conceptual line.

Gradually V$ried Flow (GVF)
I

Rapidly Varied Flow (RVF)

I

i

!

ANSWERS TO SAQs

5.7

-

yn (= 0.81m) :,y, (= 0.67 m);thus, the channel slope is mild. Considering the

deplh of flow y = 0.4 m, we have:

Thus, the profile lies m Zone 3, and, hence, a formation of an M3 profile takes
place.
SAQ 2

Frr'nl Manning's equation,

As ihc flow is subcritical, the bed ?lope of the channel 1s t a k h lu he nuld for the
given discharge; hence, from the knowledge of the principles of hydraulics wiB
know tllal lhc depth of flow at thc overfall will he critical, such that :

Thus. h e protilr: lies in Zone 2 ot a mild slope, l.r., it will bc an M2 profile.

Now,

YC =

= G 1 / 1 5 . 5 ) 2 / 9.811
=

0.53 n~

Thus, it is clear that the slope is mild for the given discharge; hencc, an MI profile
formation will take place.

Mereatid Equation of
Gradadly Varied Flow d
C l a m oi J!low Roriles

Gradually Varied Flow

SAQ 4

For the determination of y, in the trapezoidal channel we proceed by trial and error
method, sgarting with an approximate value of

(however1 the actual value of y, should be less than this approximate value because
of the influence of side slopes) :
Trial No

0.68

~hereft$e,taking y, = 0.68 m, which is greatcr than the depth at the vena contracts
(0.16 ny), the flow is supercritical immediately downstream of the sluice.
Now, fdr the determinalion of y, we proceed as follows :

Again, by triJ and error procedure we get :

However, it may be pointed out that using the relevant curves, as applicable to trapezoidal
channels (nahnely, (zy,/b) vs (2' Q / g 05
.. b2 5 ) , and (y,,/h) vs ( ~ ~ / b ' /respectively)
~),
one can easily determine the required values of ji, and y,, ; and, here we also get
y,, = 0.452 n,
Thus, we observe
y, < y,, and,,therefore, the channel slope is steep for the given discharge.. The depth at the
vena conuacla (0.16 m) < y, < y, . Therefore, S3 profile will form downstream ofthe vena
contracla.

